This paper proposes and provides the design steps of three robust output feedback controllers to control the frequency of Wind-Diesel-Hydro hybrid system. The first presents a centralized robust based H ∞ (CRH ∞ ) controller. The role of H ∞ is to minimize the disturbance effect on the system output. The effect of the LMI tuning variables of RH ∞ controller on the system dynamic performance is presented and discussed. The controllers are solved using the Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI) technique and characterized by a similar size as the plant that may be of higher order and thus creates difficulty in implementation in large systems. The second presents decentralized robust based H ∞ for each unit (DRH ∞ ). The third is robust PID controllers which are ideally practical for industry and more appealing from an implementation point of view since its size is lower. The optimum parameters of the robust PID controllers are found through the optimization by a novel combination of RH ∞ control theories through the Genetic Algorithm (GA) technique. More specifically, the third robust PID controllers are proposed to achieve the same robust performance as decentralized (DRH ∞ ) controllers, respectively. All controllers are used as load frequency controllers to control the Wind-Diesel-Hydro hybrid system . Comparisons of the performance of the three robust output feedback controllers under diverse tests in different disturbances and variation in the plant parameters are carried out.
INTRODUCTION
The hybrid wind-diesel power system is considered economically for supply of electrical energy to remote and isolated areas (hilly areas and islands) where the wind speed is considerable for electrical generation and electric energy is not easily available from the grid.
To meet the increasing load demand for an isolated community, expansion of this hybrid power system is required. Hydro generating unit is added in parallel where water streams are abundantly available. The resulting Wind diesel hydro hybrid power system must provide good quality service to the consumer load, which depends mostly on the type and action of the generation controller [1] .
In a power system, load-frequency control (LFC) plays an essential role to allow power exchanges and to supply better conditions for the electricity trading. Load frequency control in power systems is very important in order to supply reliable electric power with good quality. The goal of the LFC is to maintain zero steady state errors in a multi area interconnected power system. The PID controller has been widely used in load frequency. Due to its functional simplicity and performance robustness, Designing and tuning of PID controllers have been a large research area ever since Ziegler and Nichols presented their methods in 1942 [2] . Specifications, stability, design, applications and performance of the PID controller have been widely treated since then ( [3] , [4] ).
Robust controllers based on the optimization of the H∞-norm of the transfer matrix between the system disturbance and its output, via Riccati method or Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI) technique [5] [6] [7] [8] have been widely applied in control theory and applications. Such controllers show robustness against disturbance but may have a large size that may give rise to complex structure and creates difficulty in implementation.
To overcome this difficulty, one has to reduce the size of controller for a high order plant by various reduction algorithms which have been proposed in [12] . Others, as a variation, use a specific controller structure (e.g. lead lag or PI/PID Proportional-Integral and derivative), whose parameters can be determined via the minimization of the system robust norm using a different optimization technique [11, [18] [19] [20] or an iterative LMI technique [21] [22] [23] . There is thus a need for a controller that achieves the same robust performance as simplicity in design and implementation. This paper proposes and provides the design steps of three robust controllers. The first controller CRH ∞ , which are solved using the linear matrix inequalities technique and results in very high order controller. The effects of the tuning variables of CRH ∞ controller on the system dynamic performance are given and discussed. In the considered hybrid system application, the role of H ∞ is to minimize the load disturbance effect on the output frequency represented by the deviation in the change in frequency. The third is robust PID controllers which have a simpler structure and more appealing from an implementation point of view. The parameters of the robust PID controllers are optimized by novel combinations of RH ∞ control theories through GA. The cost functions (energy) to be minimized via GA are represented by RH ∞ norms. The optimization objectives are used to tune the parameters of the PID controllers for achieving the same robust performance as DRH ∞ controllers. The third controller is named PID/ H ∞ . The proposed robust controllers are applied to a wind-dieselhydro hybrid system. The designed robust PID controllers are compared with DRH ∞ and CRH ∞ controllers when the system is subjected to a severe disturbance with different operating conditions. The results show that the Decentralized PID/H ∞ controllers guarantee the robust performance as well as the DRH ∞ and CRH ∞ controllers.
HYBRID POWER SYSTEM MODELING
In this study, an isolated wind-diesel-hydro hybrid power system is chosen and load frequency control of this system is made first by Centralized H ∞, then by Decentralized H ∞ and finally by Decentralized PID/ H  . In the hybrid system considered, synchronous generator is connected on diesel-side and induction generator is connected on wind side and hydro system is added in parallel. The state equations of the sample power system can be written in the vector-matrix differential equation form as:
Diesel
where x is the state vector, x 1 =∆f. where ∆f is the change in system frequency.
u is the control vector
and A and B are matrices and depend on the loading conditions and excitation level.
The system matrices, system variable definition and parameter values (Tables 1 and 2) are defined in Appendix .
ROBUST H CONTROLLER (RH)
In a typical H ∞ design problem, the nominal plant model represented by its transfer function G(s) is usually known and the design problem for an output feedback control is formulated as a standard H ∞ problem, as described by the block diagram of Fig. 2 . P(s) and K(s) represent the plant and the controller transfer functions in Laplace domain respectively. The controller is aimed to be designed using the H ∞ design technique. In the block diagram, w represents the external disturbances, z the regulated outputs and y the measured outputs. The vector u consists of the controlled inputs. Let:
be state-space realizations of the plant P(s) and controller K(s), respectively, and let 
Equation (6) represents the system disturbance rejection, i.e., minimization of the effect of the worst-case disturbance on the output. LMI toolbox can be used for such controller design [6, 13] . Where;
LMI constraints defined by (6) can be derived from:
• Stability condition based on Lyapunov energy function; (8) 
From equations (9) and (11) LMI constraints become;
According to the Schur complement LMI constraints defined by (12) become as given in (6) [16, 17] .
The steps of designing robust H ∞ Output-Feedback using LMI toolbox can be summarized as follows:
Step 1: Form the plant (power system) as a • ltisys stores the state-space realization of system as the system matrix • hinflmi computes the H-infinity performance when the system is controlled by K(s)
• slft forms the linear fractional interconnection of the two systems • K is an optimal output-feedback controller
GENATIC ALGORITHM, ROBUST PID/ H  CONTROLLERS
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a stochastic search algorithm similar to the mechanism of natural selection. GA is used mainly to approximate the global optimum of an objective function (cost function or performance index), called fitness, that may contain several optimum points, and where a set of parameters, called population, that optimizes the objective function (fitness) has to be determined. Each member of the population, called chromosome, takes the form of a binary string of binary bits. The chromosome is then tested to find its fitness through its substitution into the fitness function that represents the environment in the biology counterpart. Moreover, it searches for many optimum points in a parallel fashion.
GA requires first a definition of a search interval and a selection of an initial population, randomly chosen inside the search interval, then finally, an iterative application of the three main steps; reproduction, crossover, and mutation, until convergence (stabilization of the fitness function) is obtained.
A. Robust PID via GA
Simple linear controllers are normally preferred over complex linear controllers for linear time-invariant plants. For this reason there is a desire to have a method available for designing a low-order controller for high-order plants obtained from RH ∞ control theories. A choice of a relatively low-order structure and popular controller which is ideally practical for industry such as PID is strategic. Hence, the objective of the proposed design is to tune the parameters of a PID controller to achieve the same robustness as the standard RH ∞ output feedback control design. The resulting controllers are PID/ H ∞ with a reduced order.
B. Transfer Function [28]:
Where K p , K I and K D represent the gain parameters of the controller.
The state equations of the controlled power system by PID can be written in the vectormatrix differential equation form as
The controlled system matrices with PID controller are given in Appendix A.
C. Optimization Formulation
The optimization problem is thus defined to find K p , K I and K D that minimizes the cost function through the GA optimization technique:
D. Objective Function for RH  Controller
The cost function to be minimized is represented by the H ∞ -norm of the transfer matrix from w to z, i.e.,
The H ∞ -norm of a stable transfer function G(s) is its largest input/output Random Mean Square (RMS) gain over all nonzero input u values,
where L is the space of signals with finite energy, z measured output and w the disturbance. Basically, this is a disturbance rejection problem. In other words, it is a problem of minimizing the effect of the worst-case disturbance on the output. It is also defined as the maximum of the system largest singular value over all frequencies.
SIMULATION RESULTS
The digital simulation results are obtained using MATLAB Platform. The proposed system is tested under two cases one for normal loading and normal system parameters and another case using wide range parameters and change in demand loading as power system is always changed .
A. System with Centralized H 
Where all the units are connected to the same controller and an integrator is added in system feedback to reach zero steady state error. It is found that the controller size have similar size to the system size which is not practical at all.
B. System with DRH 
This controller design technique is characterized by designing the controller of each unit alone (Diesel -Wind -Hydro), then combine it together and see the system output and each unit power output. An integrator must be added parallel to each controller to ensure system zero steady state error. It is found that the each unit controller have similar size to the each unit size which is difficult to be done in some practical condirions.
C.
System with PID/ H  Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used to minimize J in (15) and (16) [1000 1000 100 1000 1000 100 1000 1000 100] The optimum parameters values of these controllers calculate using one initial population is given in Table 1 . 
Case1: Comparison between Proposed Controllers at Normal loading
Comparisons between the dynamic responses of the system controlled by CRH ∞ , DRH∞ and PID/ H ∞ are shown in Fig 2(a,b,c,d ) when the system is subjected to a 0.01 pu increase in demand power ∆P L . The dynamic responses illustrated by Fig. 2(a) show the effectiveness of PID/H ∞ more than DRH∞ and CRH ∞ with smaller overshoot and small settling time. H ∞ is used mainly to decrease the effect of the disturbance on the system. In CRH ∞ it is used to decrease the effect of the disturbance from the whole system while in DRH ∞ it is used to decrease the effect of disturbance from each unit. CRH ∞ has the highest undershoot -0.0045. Step-response for ΔP d =1% with 100% increase in system parameters
Case2: Wide Parameter Variation
In this case 20% increase in system parameters (T w , F, R 2 , T D1 , T D2 , K D , T D3 , K p2 , T p2 ,K p3 , T d3 , K Pc , T D4 , K PL , T P ). In the same time the compensated system is subjected to signal in Fig.3a , under this case the responses are found in Fig.3 (b,c,d,e) . it is clearly seen that the controllers overcome these variations and give good results with a small settling time, thus indicating the effectiveness of these controllers over a wide range of parameter variation and change of operating conditions. The controller parameter values are still constant and are calculated using normal system parameters. 
CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed and provided the design steps of three robust output-feedback controllers. The first and second controllers are CRH ∞ and DRH ∞ controllers. The third controller is robust PID/H ∞ which is useful in industry and simple structure applications. The latter are proposed to achieve the same robust performance as DRH ∞ controllers. The first and second controllers have been solved using LMI. The effects of the LMI tuning variables RH ∞ controllers on the system dynamic performance have been presented and discussed. RH ∞ control theories and GA optimization technique are developed to compute the optimal parameters of the PID/H ∞ controller. The cost functions of the optimization problems are represented by RH ∞ norms.
From the simulation results, it is clear that the system equipped with the three proposed controllers allows a better performance for improving the transients against diverse disturbances and useful to holding closed-loop stability and formulation of physical control constraints damping characteristics and shows better response. The comparison between the three controllers can be shortly summarized as follows:
The RH ∞ controllers have:
1-a similar size as the plant that may be of higher order and thus creates difficulty in implementation in large systems.
2-tuning variables of LMI
The PID/H ∞ controller have:
1-a lower size order, ideally practical for industry, easier of implementation and operating as a robust RH ∞ controllers 2-rapid tracking of the different disturbances and showing good performance Finally, the results prove that the proposed CRH ∞ , DRH ∞ and PID/H ∞ are very useful in designing controllers for hybrid power system.
Appendix
A. System and Controller matrices i) Centralized H ∞ a) System matrices 1212.8,-702.67,-40.002,-44.946-16.058i,-44.946+16.058i,-7.9119,-26.699-24.449i, 521, -25.511, -9.865, -2.8946, -0.12893 -1.1085i , -0.12893 + 1.1085i, -0.53635 -0.19137i , -0.53635 + 0.19137i , -8.1401e-007 , 0. 
B. System parameters

